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Using to, too, and two correctly 

The words too, to, and two all sound the same, but mean 

something different. Too means also, two is the number, and 

to shows a specific person, place, thing, or goal. 

Directions: Place the correct to/too/two in the blank to 

complete the sentence. 

1. Will you be raking leaves _____? 

2. Can we go ___ the movies? 

3. Which ____ puppies are yours? 

4. Where are we going ____ go on vacation? 

5. Are you ____ or three years old? 

6. We get to go skating ____. 

7. Randy scored ____ points in the game. 

8. Fred always tries ____ keep to himself. 

9. Will you be going ____ the party ____? 

10. Can you ____ come help me lift this box? 

11. The mall is only ____ miles away. 

12. Listen ____ what the teacher is saying. 

13. Would you like ___ come to work with me? 

14. We need ___ buy some milk. 

15. Are you going ____ lunch with us? 
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Answer Sheet 

1. Will you be raking leaves _too__? 

2. Can we go _to_ the movies? 

3. Which _two_ puppies are yours? 

4. Where are we going _to_ go on vacation? 

5. Are you _two__ or three years old? 

6. We get to go skating _too_. 

7. Randy scored _two_ points in the game. 

8. Fred always tries _to_ keep to himself. 

9. Will you be going _to__ the party _too_? 

10. Can you two__ come help me lift this box? 

11. The mall is only _two_ miles away. 

12. Listen _to_ what the teacher is saying. 

13. Would you like _to_ come to work with me? 

14. We need _to_ buy some milk. 

15. Are you going _to_ lunch with us? 

 

 

 

 


